Spectroscopic tracking of Schiff base compounds' hydrogen bonding reorganization associated with solid-to-solid phase transition.
A series of 2,6-dihydroxynaphthalene-1-methylidene alkylamines whose alkyl chain lengths ranged from 9 to 12 was spectroscopically examined. Transmission ultraviolet-visible absorption microspectroscopy revealed that the spectra of solid thin-films of the crystalline samples showed two distinct profiles depending on polymorphs as well as on alkyl chain length. We concluded that these spectral changes occurred not because of conventional intramolecular proton transfer but because of the molecules' interactions with an external proton source, that is, the intermolecular proton transfer. The spectral changes were accompanied by changes in the intermolecular hydrogen bonding network. When a crystal of a sample compound was heated, its spectrum changed dramatically before the crystal underwent a solid-to-solid phase transition to another polymorph. We concluded that these spectral changes indicated strengthening of intermolecular hydrogen bonding or intermolecular proton transfer, which would have triggered a drastic change in the hydrogen bonding network structure.